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devoted Ms efforts to clearing up the important advanced
tactical localties? which, after some severe fighting—on the
12th particularly, the action was a fierce one—were taken.
As the result, the 3rd Corps were able to attack the enemy's
main position on the loth February. On that day,, the 13th
and 14th Divisions assaulted the centre of the defences while
the Cavalry Division operated towards the west of the
Shuniran bend. The assault, after a short, intense artillery
bombardment, went forward with great dash and by midday
had. made excellent progress, which was maintained until about
1600 hours. By this time the hostile resistance—excepting
for a small portion of the defences at the extreme top of
the Dahra bend—had almost entirely broken down. Bain
now began to fall heavily, but during the night the 3rd Corps
exploited its success and completed the capture of the bend,
which was achieved at the moderate cost of five hundred
casualties. Meanwhile, the Cavalry Division, supported by
a Brigade of the 13th Division, had captured the line of the
Massag Canal, which, ran south from the southern end of .the
Shumran bend.
• With the .capture of the Dahra bend, organised
resistance. on the river bank of the Tigris, ceased to
exist. For two months General Maude . had hammered.
away at the ..enemy's defences, . driving., him '/out .of
them step by step and inflicting heavy casualties ' upon'
him. At the Hai, at Khadairi bend3 .at the Salient, the Turks
had struggled .valiantly but vainly, to stave off -defeat;, now,
at Dahra, they were swept off the right bank altogether^—
between Sheikh Saad and Shumran they held not a yard
of ground. This: time—-unlike the previous year—the very
elements themselves were against the enemy, for had the
rain fallen a few days earlier the attack would have been
held up, and he would have gained a sorely-needed respite in
/.which,,to reorganise Ms battered defences.

